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Welcome to the latest edition of the Shine bulletin. Once again, it was an absolute pleasure to read about the 

wonderful achievements of our students, both within school and outside of school.   Our students have had a 

fantastic spring term, with highlights including incredible sporting success, reaching the final of two national school 

chess competitions and the superb production of the ‘Sound of Music’.  It is also very pleasing to read about so many 

students demonstrating excellent effort within lessons throughout the term and making such a positive contribution 

to their studies and to St Mary’s.  Over the summer term there will be many more opportunities, both within school 

and more widely, for students from all years groups to take part in and we look forward to sharing good news about 

all of these events within the next Shine bulletin.  I wish all students, staff and parents a lovely, restful Easter break. 

Very best wishes, Miss Patterson, Headteacher. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

St Mary’s has enjoyed amazing success in chess 

this term in two national competitions. In the 

prestigious National Schools Chess 

Championships, the school’s ‘A’ team beat Royal 

Grammar School, Newcastle 4–2 in a nail-biting 

encounter to claim a place in the national final. St 

Mary’s will represent the north-east against the 

likes of Eton College, Winchester College, St Paul’s 

and Magdalen College School, Oxford across two 

days early in July. The St Mary’s students who 

recorded the historic win over RGS were Ciaran 

Macdonald (12R), Alexander Johnston (12A), 

Feitong Wu (11M), Daniel Francis (11T), Jonathan 

Jativa-Calle (12T) and Hyunwoo Lee (9Y). 

 

A week after claiming one of only twenty places in the final of the NSCC, Ciaran, 

Alexander, Feitong and Daniel won again in the regional heat of the National 

Schools Team Chess Challenge. This was held at St Mary’s and involved sixteen 

teams, each containing four players, from nine schools. Going into the last of four 

rounds, St Mary’s – with a score of 11/12 – were in second place to RGS, the 

current national title-holders. However, St Mary’s beat their nearest rivals by 3.5–

0.5 to win the competition with a score of 14.5/16. The team will now compete in 

the national final of this competition at Imperial College in September. 
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Olivia Spurr 

DT 

Year 7 

Olivia has produced consistently high 
quality work in her “Think Outside The 

Box” project, achieving the highest mark in 
all tasks. I cannot wait to see how she 

transforms her client understanding into 
product solutions.  

 

Year 7 have had an excellent second term at St Mary’s. I have been delighted to receive so much positive 

feedback from Form Tutors and Class Teachers with regards to your progress. You are maturing into young adults 

and this is evidenced in your enthusiasm and energy for learning, and your attendance and commitment to the 

various extra-curricular activities on offer here in school. It was fantastic to see so many of you contributing to all 

aspects of the school production of The Sound of Music – on and off stage, as well as in the orchestra. Thanks to 

those who came to watch the show and support your fellow students, too.  

Although there have been a small number of behaviour incidents in our Year Group, the vast majority of you 

demonstrate, on a daily basis, the values we expect of all students. There have been so many examples of 

students being kind, considerate and supportive of others in and around school. Thank you for this, and continue 

to make yourselves, your parents, and your teachers proud.   

Keep up this level of enthusiasm and commitment and you will continue to excel.  

Thanks! 

Miss Fawcett 

Head of Year 7 

 

Florence Brophy 
7Y 

Act of kindness. Gave me a cupcake which 

she had made in school at the end of day 

Sarah Humprey  
Art 

Year 7 

Consistently producing high quality Art 

work in lessons and at home 

Emily Power  

Art 

Year 7 

Fantastic work 
produced for 

Mythical Beasts Art 
project  

 

7R 

An excellent form class Mass on the theme 

of 'Family' 

Shay Mellett  

7M 

He always has such a positive attitude in 

form period and helps start our day off so 

well! 

Hannah Whitfield - Sykes  

7R 

CAFOD Charitable contributions 
Daisy Robson  

7R 

CAFOD Charitable 

contributions 

Simone Ilao  

7M 
Excellent 

contributions in form 
and shows wonderful 

enthusiasm for 
reading sharing her 
recommendations 

with us 



 

  
Anna Carr 

Drama 

Year 7 

Anna came into the role of 'Gretl' late and 
was so organised, worked very hard to 
learn choreography and lines and each 

night on stage was constantly acting and 
reacting, which made her character very 

believable.  

Rachel Saliu 

DT 

Year 7 

Rachel has shown a brilliant 
ability to conduct market 

research and develop detailed 
design briefs and 

specifications. She has a 
fantastic attitude to learning 

in all her Product Design 
lessons and this is reflected in 
the high-quality work she has 
produced. Well done Rachel! 

Chibundu Mbilitem 

DT 

Year 7 

Chibundu has produce consistently 
outstanding work in his Think Outside The 
Box project this year. He has achieved the 
top mark in all of his tasks and contributes 
to class discussions with articulate and well 

justified responses. Well done Chibundu, 
keep it up! 

 

Emilia Ewins 

DT 

Year 7 

Emilia has shown a huge amount of talent 
in D&T. She has been able to research and 
understand her client in great detail and in 
Food Technology she has shown maturity, 
independence and focus in busy practical 

lessons.  

 

Shaun Hatt, Libby 

Welsh, Max Douglas 

and Tomasz Okapiec 
7S 

Made beautiful prayer cards for 

7S' Mass. Thank you! Miss Gibbs 

Olivia Spurr 
7R 

CAFOD Charitable contributions 

7M 

A wonderful, enthusiastic tutor group who 
help us all have a fantastic start to the day 

Pablo Velasquez Gomez  

8A 
A fantastic portrayal of the 'Goat' in the 

school's production of The Sound of 
Music 



 

  

Thomas Standley  

7R 

CAFOD Charitable contributions 

Elisha Jackson  

7R 

CAFOD Charitable 

contributions 

Maja Iwan  

7M 

Wonderful enthusiasm for all running club 

sessions - she has never missed a session 

and made excellent progress! 

Franek Swietoslawski  

7M 

Excellent knowledge of current affairs 
and sharing great ideas with the form 

Grace Kell 
Year 7 
French 

Works incredibly hard, 
wonderful enthusiasm and 

great accuracy! 

Mariela Salcedo  

Year 7 
French 

Excellent progress, focus and contributions 
Excellent progress, focus and 

contributions! 

Archie Gray  

Year 7 
History 

For his fantastic homework on the Black 
Death! 

Gabrielle Gudel 
Year 7 
History 

An incredibly conscientious pupil who 
always puts maximum effort into her work. 

A pleasure to have in the lesson 

Gabrielle Gudel 
Year 7 
History 

An incredibly conscientious pupil who 
always puts maximum effort into her work. 

A pleasure to have in the lesson 

Hailey Benjamin 
Year 7 
Maths 

Superb effort Superb effort 

Otto Nemeth  

Year 7 
Maths 

Fantastic contributions to the orchestra for 
our Whole School Musical - The Sound of 

Music 

Anais Gamesby 
 Year 7 

PE 
Fantastic effort, attitude and 

enthusiasm in PE lessons 
Fantastic effort, attitude and 

enthusiasm in PE lessons 

Daisy Rutter 
 Year 7 
Physics  

Great participation in physics 

Rachel Saliu 
 Year 7 
Physics  

Positive attitude to 
lessons, polite and 

helpful student 

Libby Welsh 
 Year 7 
Physics  

Good effort and 
attitude 

Adam Smith 
 Year 7 
Physics  

Excellent effort and attitude 

Jacob Nicholas 
 Year 7 
Spanish 

Fantastic achievement and progress in 
Spanish 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Oliver Boullin  

7M 

Wonderful 

contributions and 

enthusiasm in form 

period – practically 

on 'News' day 

Mariela Salcedo  

Year 7 
Biology 

Excellent effort in 
Biology 

Shay Mellet  

Year 7 
Chemistry  
Unbridled 

enthusiasm in 
Chemistry and 

Physics 

Jacob Nicholson and Sarah 
Humphrey  

Year 7 
English 

Outstanding effort and excellent progress 

Isobel Richardson  

Year 7 
French 

Excellent contributions, class work and 
homework in French 

Tomasz Okapiec  

Year 7 
French 

Always enthusiastic and excellent 
participation in every lesson 

Max Douglas  

Year 7 
French 

Always enthusiastic and excellent 
participation in every lesson 

Shaun Hatt 

Year 7 
French 

Works incredibly hard, wonderful 
enthusiasm and great accuracy! 

Savanah Forest 
 Year 7 
Physics  

Excellent effort 

Florence Brophy 
 Year 7 
Physics  

Excellent attitude shows determination to 
learn. 

Sarah Humphrey 
 Year 7 
Spanish 

Excellent contributions in class and 
fantastic progress in Spanish. 

Dimitri Abreu 
 Year 7 
Spanish 

Fantastic contributions to lesson 

Alexsa Dunjan and Gabrielle 
Gudel and Marianne 

Delariate 
 Year 7 

RE 
Outstanding effort in class 
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I continue to be really impressed with the attitude, determination, effort and resilience of all Year 8 students. 

It would be easy to forget, as we move back to a life without the COVID-19 restrictions, the dramatic impact it 

had on all of us. 

Despite that, I have been impressed with the way you get on with things, showing patience, empathy and 

tolerance towards others, and always doing your best in lessons. 

All of these qualities will help you to continue to grow and develop as great young people. 

My sincere thanks, 

Mr Boyle 

 

 

Pat 

 

Year 8 

My lunchtime duty on the 

year 8 yard. It 'made my 

day' – Miss Rowan 

Brodie Craik  
Art 

Year 8 

Very focused in Art lessons with great 

effort every time 

Nomar Cabasag  

Art 

Year 8 

Fantastic effort in Art lessons and for 

homework 

Edie Mitchell  

8Y 

A consistently great student, who is always polite, completes 

all homework and is an excellent footballer who has even 

played occasionally for the Year 10 team. 

Sophie Clarke  

PE 

Year 8 

Outstanding effort in all PE lessons, 

demonstrating resilience to overcome 

adversity! 

 

Anna Mackenzie  

DT 

Year 8 

Anna has been a stand out student in 

Product Design since September; she has 

consistently achieved top marks in every 

task she has completed. She has shown a 

huge amount of talent and I really look 

forward to seeing how her design progress 

in the prototyping stage of the project. Her 

work in textiles is also brilliant and she has 

developed some excellent practical skills. 

Henry Wilkinson  
Art 

Year 8 

Fantastic effort and work produced in Art 

Sweet Treat lessons & art club 

 

Edie Mitchell  
PE 

Year 8 

Fantastic progress achieved in Rugby 

lessons, well done! 



 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Henry Wilkinson 
Drama 

Year 8 

Henry's attitude to rehearsals was fantastic 

and he has been so engaged in each 

performance. He also wowed everyone 

with his high note during 'So Long Farewell' 

each night 

 

Traianos Tsimenidis  
DT 

Year 8 

Trainos has worked exceptionally hard and 

with a consistent level of outstanding quality 

of work in his Health & Active Lifestyles 

project. I am really looking forward to seeing 

how his prototypes develop over the coming 

weeks. He has been an all-round brilliant DT 

student. 

Millie Leighton  
Year 8 

For a fantastic contribution to the form 

class assembly. 

Evie Courtney  
8I 

For a fantastic contribution to the form 

class assembly. 

Dylan Chaco-Clarijo  

Art 

Year 8 

Massive improvement to his Artwork 

during this term 

Annie Ramsey  

PE 

Year 8 

Fantastic progress achieved in Rugby 

lessons, well done! 

Alice Haighton  

PE 

Year 8 

Excellent effort and determination in all PE 

lessons, demonstrating resilience in all 

activities 

 

Rayhan Siddique  

8Y 

A quiet, well organised student who is 

committed to all the extra-curricular clubs 

he is attends. 

Hermione Maddison  
8I 

For a fantastic contribution to the 

form class assembly. 

Nell McEnaney  

8I 

For a fantastic contribution to the form 

class assembly. 



  

Rose Fairlamb  

Drama 

Year 8 

Rose's postivity each rehearsal and 

performance has been wonderful. Rose 

always has a smile on her face even during 

difficult rehearsals has been so mature and 

proffesional backstage and during 

rehearsals and during each performance. 

 

Henry Wilkinson 
DT 

Year 8 

Henry has shown a fantastic ability to 

research, understand a client’s specific 

needs and then utilise this understanding 

to produce a vareity of creative and 

innovative product ideas. 

Jesse Ladd 

Art 

Year 8 

Great attitude in Art and in Art club 

Kiya McCarrell 

Art 

Year 8 

Wonderful classwork and homework in Art 

Alexa Ritchie 

Saddler  
Art 

Year 8 

Fantastic effort and work 

produced in Art Sweet 

Treat lessons 

Emily Moore 

8N 

Emily Moore from 8N has been raising 

money for the 'Give a Duck' charity by 

participating in a charity singing task. The 

organisation donates toy ducks to young 

people who have been diagnosed with 

cancer. 

 

 

Alissa Korriku 

DT 

Year 8 

Alissa has had such an infectious energy 

and enthusiasm for her Product Design 

lessons. She has recently produced some 

outstanding design ideas to respond to her 

client’s needs. The design of the standard 

of students in much older year’s groups. 



 

  

Pablo Velasquez 
Gomez  

8A 
A fantastic portrayal of the 

'Goat' in the school's 
production of The Sound of 

Music 

Zac Harris 
8A 

For fully embracing 
extra-curricular 

activities beyond 
school life. Zac was 

recently cast in a small 
feature film. A huge 

well done, Zac!  

Max Sroda  

8S 
Always coming into form with a 

smile on his face 

Jessica Wake 

8S 
A well organised and 
conscientious pupil A 

well organised and 
conscientious pupil 

Megan Davies 
 Year 8 
Physics  

Great Physics homework 

Nefeli Gerasimidou 
 Year 8 
Physics  

Excellent focus and work ethic 
focus and work ethic 

Oliver Haughan 
 Year 8 
French 

Always enthusiastic and 
excellent participation in every 

lesson 

Eva Mohan 
 Year 8 
French 

Excellent progress, determination and 
effort 

Finn Whoriskey 
 Year 8 
French 

Excellent progress, determination and 
effort 

Rose Fairlamb 
 Year 8 

Chemistry  
Attention to detail in 

science lessons 

Brodie Craik 
 Year 8 

Chemistry  
Great work ethic, participation in 
class, work brilliantly with others 

Ada Parkin 
 Year 8 
Spanish 

Excellent positive attitude. Progress, work 
at home and in lessons contributing with 

brilliant ideas. 

Jessica 
Ruszkowska 

 Year 8 
Spanish 

Excellent positive 
attitude and 

enthusiasm, fantastic 
progress contributing 

with brilliant ideas. 

Harlan Croft 
 Year 8 
Spanish 

Excellent effort and progress and positive 
attitude contributing with brilliant ideas. 

 

 



  

Caitlin Arthur 
 Year 8 
Physics  

Consistently excellent 
effort 

Ava Green 
 Year 8 

PE 
Fantastic effort, attitude 

and enthusiasm in PE 
lessons 

Anna Mackenzie 
 Year 8 

PE 
Fantastic effort, attitude and 

enthusiasm in PE lessons 

Jenny Whittaker 
 Year 8 
Music 

Outstanding remix 
performance 

Heidi Jones 
 Year 8 
Music 

Outstanding remix 
performance 

Jan Siemens 
 Year 8 
Music 

Fantastic contributions to the orchestra for 
our Whole School Musical - The Sound of 

Music 

Eve Robinson, Ben 
Stansfield 

 Year 8 
English 

Excellent creative writing 
pieces 

Henry Wilkinson 
 Year 8 

Chemistry  
Attention to detail in 

science lessons 

Matilda Lane 
 Year 8 

Chemistry  
Great work ethic, participation in 
class, work brilliantly with others 

Oliver Haughan 
 Year 8 

Chemistry  
Oliver is a fantastic 
listener who always 

makes valuable 
contributions to the 
lesson. He works so 

hard and, as a result, is 
doing amazingly well in 

Chemistry 

Alissa Korriku 
 Year 8 

Chemistry  
Alissa is an amazing role model in 

Chemistry. She is always very focused in 
lessons, asks excellent questions to clarify 
her understanding and helps those around 

Ebony Westerby 
 Year 8 
Biology 

Great effort in biology 
lessons 

Julia Nyrka 
 Year 8 
Biology 

Excellent Work 
Effort 

Toby Lam 
 Year 8 
Biology 

Excellent Work Effort 

Zac Abundo 
 Year 8 
Spanish 

Excellent participation in lessons 
contributing with brilliant ideas. 

Ahmad Abo Khishyet 
 Year 8 
Spanish 

Very positive attitude. excellent 
participation and very good 
progress contributing with 

brilliant ideas. 

 

  

English Schools National Swimming 
Championships 

Year 8 
Erin Jones and Matthew Scott (Year 8) both performed brilliantly at 

the English School's event on 12th and 13th March in Coventry where 
they were representing the North East of England. 

Mathew finished 1st 400m Individual medley, 1st 200m individual 
medley and 3rd in the relay!!! 

Erin: 2nd 100m Breaststroke, 4th 200m breaststroke, 2nd 200 individual 
medley and 1st in the relay! 

The team from the North East finished 1st overall! 
Congratulations to both for their excellent results at a national 

competition. 
successful, and he should be proud of how well he has handled this 

busy time. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Sonny Kesson 
8A 

For excellent 
dedication to his 

studies!  

Matthew Scott  

8S 
For fantastic achievements in 
swimming. Matthew recently 
won a swimming competition 

in Coventry 

Matilda Lane  

8S 
A well organised and 

conscientious pupil A well 
organised and conscientious 

pupil 

Ebony Westerby  

8N 
Shows wonderful kindness towards other 

students 

Julia Chriszlak 
 Year 8 
Physics  

Excellent effort 

Emma Hatt 
 Year 8 
Music 

Outstanding remix 
performance 

Anna Mackenzie 
 Year 8 
Music 

Outstanding remix 
performance 

Roshan Nnaji 
 Year 8 
Music 

Outstanding remix 
performance 

Ava Green 
 Year 8 
French 

Excellent progress and contributions in 
French. Stella Rickeard 

 Year 8 
French 

Excellent progress and 
contributions in French. 

Ewan Aditjandra 
 Year 8 
French 

Excellent contributions, class work and 
homework in French 

Matilda Lane 
 Year 8 
French 

Excellent contributions, 
class work and homework in 

French 

Emily Moore 
 Year 8 
French 

Excellent contributions, class work and 
homework in French 

Ruby 
Wardingham 

 Year 8 
French 

Excellent progress, 
determination and effort 

Nefali 
Gerasimidou 

 Year 8 
Chemistry  

Attention to detail 
in science lessons 

Roshan Nhaji 
 Year 8 
Biology 

Great effort in biology lessons 

Destiny Omojor 
 Year 8 

RE 
Effort in classwork 

and homework, 
Leading role in class 

discussions 

Lucie Robson 
 Year 8 
Spanish 

Excellent progress in 
Spanish, extremely 

hardworking and always 
contributing with 

brilliant ideas. 

Hermione Maddison 
 Year 8 
Spanish 

Excellent participation in lessons 

 

Hengel Odigie  

Year 9 
French 

Excellent progress and 
contributions in French 



YEAR 9 

 

  

  

  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Year 9 have continued to build on their excellent start to the year. I have been incredibly impressed by how hard 

they have worked over the last two terms. Their form tutors and teachers regularly share stories about the high-

quality work produced and the dedication shown by our students. 

Over the first two terms, there has been an increase in the number of clubs on offer in school and it has been 

lovely to see the year group involved. A special mention goes to the students who were involved in the recent 

performance of 'The sound of music'. It was a fantastic performance and all the students involved were an 

absolute credit to themselves, the school, and their families. I look forward to seeing the year group get involved 

in the next school performance. 

As we move into the final term, I would encourage all year 9 students to continue to work hard and make the 

most of all the opportunities on offer at St Mary's, and well-done year 9 for all your outstanding work so far this 

year! 

Mr Brooks 

Head of Year 9 

Brooke McKie 
Year 9 

PE 

Much improved 

attitude and effort in 

PE lessons, well done! 

Daniel Vallely  

Year 9 

DT 

Daniel has shown a huge development in 

his effort and attainment in Product Design 

over the last 2 terms. He has achieved 

consistently strong marks in all his recent 

tasks and I look forward to seeing how to 

develop over the Architectural Project. 

Oliver Johnson  

Year 9 

Drama 

Olly has done so well learning a 

huge amount of lines and 

making the audience laugh 

every night during the musical 

with his hilarious interpretation 

of 'Max' 

Sophia O'Neill  

Year 9 

PE 

Much improved attitude and effort in PE 

lessons, well done! 

Ebony Westerby 
 Year 8 
French 

Excellent progress, 
determination and effort 

Sonny Kesson 
9T 

Great contribution to 
form time - preparing 
the Friday quiz for the 

class 

Mikhayla 
Fernandes  

Year 9 
Art 

Amazing clay work 
this term! 

Adam Rodgers  

Year 9 
Chemistry 

Tenacity and resilience 

Chiara Okemefuna  
Year 9 

Chemistry 
Great chemistry test scores 

Leon 
Whittle  

Year 9 
French 

Excellent 
progress and 

contributions in 
French 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Liona Baby  

Year 9 

DT 

Liona is a truly talents D&T student. Over 

the past 2 terms, she has shown an ability 

to prototype with accuracy, respond to 

exam questions to a GCSE standard and 

recently design in the style of a chosen 

architect. Amazing work Liona! Her work in 

textiles is also outstanding.  She has 

developed some excellent design and 

practical skills. 

Grace Cadete  

Year 9 

DT 

Grace has shown a talent in all aspects of 

D&T over the last 2 terms. She has been 

able to prototype with accuracy, research 

in detail, show a fantastic understanding of 

sustainability and is now beginning to 

engage with a new Architectural product. 

Well done Grace! 

Beverley Vardon  
Year 9 

Art 
Fantastic Artwork produced 

throughout the term 

Eve Taylor  

Year 9 
Biology  

Great work and 
attitude in Biology 

Aimee Phillips  

Year 9 
Biology 

Excellent Work Effort 

Chiara Okemefuna  
Year 9 

Chemistry 
Great chemistry test scores 

Frederick 
Welsh  

Year 9 
Chemistry 

Great chemistry 
test scores 

Oliver Cass  

Year 9 
Chemistry 

Great chemistry 
test scores 

Oliver Cass  

Year 9 
Computing 

Doing lots of interesting work outside of 
lessons! Dennis Brown  

Year 9 
French 

Excellent progress and 
contributions in French 

Luke Taylor  

Year 9 
History 

Good contribution to class 
discussion in History lessons 

Italy Lowe  

Year 9 
Maths 

Fantastic progress 

Lily Middleton  

Year 9 
PE 

Fantastic effort, attitude 
and enthusiasm in PE 

lessons 

Teodor Muraru  

Year 9 
Physics  

Excellent effort and good 
progress, hard working 

Emily Elder-Smith, 
Mikhayla 

Fernandes, Anya 
Graham 

Year 9 
RE  

Effort with class and 
homework 

Monalisa Cocuzza  

Year 9 
Spanish  

Excellent progress in Spanish, extremely 
hardworking and always contributing with 

brilliant ideas. 

Jay Richardson  

Year 9 
Spanish  

Excellent participation in 
lessons 

 

 



  
Daniel Vallely  

9T 
Very pleased with Daniel's contributions to 
PHSE lesson this term - he has made some 

excellent points. 

Mikhayla Fernandes  
Year 9 

DT 
Mikhayla has shown a fantastic effort in D&T so 

far this year. She has improved the quality of her 
work and achieved high marks in exam style 

questions. Well done Mikhayla, I am really proud 
of how you have developed in Product Design. 

Alisha Rogerson  

Year 9 
PE 

Much improved attitude and effort in PE 
lessons, well done! 

Sophia O'Neill  

Year 9 
PE 

Much improved attitude and effort in PE 
lessons, well done! 

Corey- Lee Mehan  

Year 9 
Biology 

Excellent Work Effort 

Vincenzo Fazio  

Year 9 
Chemistry 

Great progress in chemistry 

Cellina Guan  

Year 9 
Chemistry 

Great chemistry test 
scores 

Sakina Din  
Year 9 

Chemistry 
Great work ethic, 

participation in class, 
work brilliantly with 

others 

Emily 
Holburn  

Year 9 
Computing 

Has designed a 
great interactive 

presentation Francesca Nelson and 
Lince Shinto  

Year 9 
English 

Consistent hard work and excellent 
progress in English 

Hyunwoo 
Lee  

Year 9 
Maths 

Fantastic effort 

Mico Manso  

Year 9 
Spanish  

Fantastic progress in Spanish and excellent 
contributions in class 

Zoe Arthur 
Year 9 

Spanish  
Fantastic dedication to her studies, 

brilliant progress in Spanish and 
extremely hardworking 

Lukas Kist  

Year 9 
Spanish  

Excellent participation in lessons 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 
 

  

Olivia Berry  

Year 9 
DT 

Olivia has proven herself to be an outstanding 
D&T student with a wealth of knowledge, 

understanding and skill across all facets of the 
subject. I am very excited to see how Olivia 

develops an architectural style and response in 
her new project; I know she has the ability to 
create a brilliant design solution.  Her work in 
textiles is also outstanding; she has developed 

dome excellent design and practical skills. 

Katie Lancaster  

Year 9 
French 

Excellent progress and contributions in 
French 

Ruby Rose Colver  

Year 9 
History 

Excellent attitude and contribution to 
discussion in History lessons 

Seth Younger 

Year 9 
History 

Good contribution to class 
discussion in History 

lessons 

Jasmine Lane  

Year 9 
History 

Excellent attitude and contribution to 
discussion in History lessons 

Elise Armstrong  

Year 9 
PE 

Outstanding effort in PE lessons, amazing 
progress made in Rugby this half term 

Sophie Thompson  

Year 9 
PE 

Fantastic effort, attitude and 
enthusiasm in PE lessons 

Jason Yang  

Year 9 
Physics  

Excellent contribution to lessons 

 

 



YEAR 10 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Thank you Year 10 

I am really pleased to report that Year 10 continue to make excellent progress in all areas of school life.  Year 10 

teachers have reported that they are impressed with the students continued commitment to learning. 

As well as the excellent academic progress demonstrated by the students of Year 10, I am also pleased to share 

that the students continue to put their all into the Spiritual Life of the School, with 10S, 10A, 10I and 10N leading 

assemblies on the themes ‘Advent-Voices of Encouragement’, ‘Facing Challenges’, ‘Lent- Change’  and ‘Lent- 

Mercy’.  These have all been excellent and have provided meaningful Spiritual opportunities for our Year 10 

community. 

‘The Sound of Music’ came to St. Mary’s during last half term.  It was a fantastic event enjoyed by all.  The Year 10 

students involved performed brilliantly throughout, whether they have had an acting role in the production or a 

role behind the scenes. I would like to take this opportunity to say well done and thank you to all Year 10 

students involved. 

Finally, I would like to say a huge thank you to all Year 10 students for their continued hard work during this 

academic year. 

 
Mr Gray 

 

 

Jack Johnson  

10A 
Jack read extremely well in his form class 

assembly on the theme of 'Facing 
Challenges' Well Done! 

Molly Douglas  

10T 
A fantastic commitment to the school's 

production of The Sound of Music 

Kyle Allen  

10I 
Highly committed to his 
sporting endeavours and 

a great support during 
form time 

Mia Johnson  
Year 10 
Drama 

For growing in confidence in the role 
of Louisa 

Hollie Bain 
Year 10 

Health & Social Care  
Produced an excellent piece of work 

towards her GSCE portfolio 

Ben Dodds 

10S 
An outstanding commitment and 
performance to/in the school's 

production of The Sound of Music 

 

Year 10 Girls Football Team 
In a stunning 5-0 win against Benfield our year 10 girls 

football team lifted the City Cup Trophy. 

An incredible achievement for our girls who represented the 

school with such positivity and professionalism. 

 



 

 

 

 

  

 

 

  

Hannah Swinhoe  

10A 
Hannah created an excellent Power Point 

for our form class assembly thinking 
outside of the box with our theme of 

'Facing Challenges' Well done! 

Eva-Mae Moran Adams 
 10I 

Selected for an International Scout 
Jamboree in South Korea.  

 A fantastic achievement Eva! 

Oliver Urwin 

10I 
Displaying a fantastic work 

ethic and a great deal of 
maturity both in lessons and 

around school 

Inaaya Ahmed 

Year 10 
DT 

Inaaya has shown a consistently outstanding effort and 
attitude to her D&T theory work. In lessons, Inaaya supports 

her peers, regularly answers questions with fantastic 
responses and goes beyond the expect level of content in her 
revision notes. Amazing work Inaaya, all this effort will pay off 

in your GCSE exams. Inaaya's project work is also excellent; she 
has developed some excellent practical and design skills. 

Jerusalem 
Amaeshi 

10R 
Congratulations to 

Jerusalem who secured 
a place on the EM 

Power course run by 
Oxford University 

Joshua Sorenson  

10S 
An outstanding commitment and 

performance to/in the school's production 
of The Sound of Music 

Alexa Malia  

Year 10 
Physics 

Great resilience in physics 

Robbie Grahamslaw  

Year 10 
Physics 

Excellent effort 

Will Lievesley  

Year 10 
Maths 

Representing St Marys 
in the recent Maths 

Fest 

Alan Biju 

Year 10 
Maths 

Representing St 
Mary’s in the recent 

Maths Fest 

Cole Caven  

Year 10 
History 

For making xxcellent 
progress in history 

Ibu Oluwole-Oni  
Year 10 

Chemistry 
For always reading well beyond 

the chemistry syllabus and asking 
so many interested and 

interesting questions 

Nicole Tang  

Year 10 
Spanish 

Brilliant contributions in lessons and 
always gives 100% effort 

Favour Erhabor  

Year 10 
Spanish 

Excellent positive attitude, progress, work 
at home and in lessons 

Jemima Kitoko  

Year 10 
Spanish 

Excellent effort and progress with a 
fantastic positive attitude 

Denise Sousa 
Delgardo Gomes  

Year 10 
RE 

Enthusiasm for subject and 
contribution to discussions 

 



  
Thomas McTernan  

10T 
A fantastic commitment to the school's 

production of The Sound of Music 

Steven Lincoln  

10I 
Growing maturity in his approach 
to all aspects of school life - very 

impressive! 

Skye Develter  

10I 
Has settled into life at St Mary's extremely 

well and is always a helpful presence in 
form time 

Holly Fenwick  
Year 10 

Art 
For showing a fantastic 
positive attitude in all 
Art lessons with some 
excellent work made 

Daniel Morosan  

Year 10 
Business 

Daniel manages a paper round before 
school and then comes and puts 100% 

effort into all his work at school 

Jasmine Uson  

Year 10 
Drama 

Jasmine has been pulled in every direction 
with her BBC filming but has managed to 
come to all rehearsals prepared, knew all 

her lines and never missed a cue  
 

Skye Develter  

Year 10 
PE 

Much improved attitude and effort in PE 
lessons, well done! 

Ted Old  

Year 10 
PE 

Hard work and determination 
to achieve in BTEC Sport 

Samantha Bernasol 
10S 

Consistently supportive in form class 
activities especially during our For 

Assembly. Produced the video used for the 
assembly and willingly volunteered her 

time and ideas. 

Luke Kelly  

Year 10 
PE 

Hard work and determination to 
achieve in BTEC Sport 

Josh Sorenson  

Year 10 
Maths 

Representing St Mary’s in the recent Maths 
Fest 

Patrick McDonald  

Year 10 
Maths 

Representing St Marys in the recent Maths 
Fest 

Charlotte Johnson  

Year 10 
Maths 

Representing St Mary’s in the recent Maths 
Fest 

Fergus Whittaker  

Year 10 
Maths 

Representing St Mary’s in the recent Maths 
Fest 

Manasse Kertho Binen 
 Year 10 
Biology 

Fantastic work in Biology and great effort 
in all Sciences 

Olivia Cowen  

Year 10 
Biology 

For displaying excellent 
effort. 

Szymon Pluta  

Year 10 
Biology 

For displaying excellent effort 

Ibu Oluwole-Oni  
Year 10 

RE 
Working extremely hard with his revision. 

Ibu has created several resources on 
Quizlet and has shared them with other 

students in the class 

 

 



   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Lucy Baker  

10T 
A fantastic commitment to the school's 

production of The Sound of Music 

Daniel Morosan 

10T 
Ongoing fantastic commitment to Rugby 
with some very intense competitions and 

training going on 

Neha Venayak  

Year 10 
Health & Social Care  

Produced an excellent piece of work 
towards her GSCE portfolio 

Luke Kelly  

Year 10 
PE 

Hard work and determination to achieve in 
BTEC Sport 

Emily Mooney 

Year 10 
RE 

Is progressing fantastically in her 
GCSEs.  She is very mature and 
articulate, and is able to write 

high quality answers to 
challenging questions. Keep up 

the brilliant work Emily! 

Samantha Bernasol  

Year 10 
RE 

Excellent work in lessons. Very 
conscientious 

Mia Johnson  

10Y 
A fantastic commitment to the 

school's production of The Sound 
of Music 

Charlotte Johnson 
10Y 

A fantastic commitment to 
the school's production of The 

Sound of Music 

Anya Mander  

10Y 
Extremely 

hardworking and 
excellent dedication to 

her studies 

Rosalind Howell  

Year 10 
Physics 

Great participation in Physics lessons 

Rosalind Howell  

Year 10 
Maths 

Representing St Mary’s in the 
recent Maths Fest 

Sarah Moore and 
Mia Johnson  

Year 10 
English 

Beautiful creative writing in 
English Language 

Ben Arend-Trujillo  

Year 10 
Maths 

Representing St Mary’s in the 
recent Maths Fest 

Sabrina Fernandes  

Year 10 
Chemistry 

Over the last few weeks, Sabrina has made a huge effort to 
stay motivated and focused in Chemistry. She is often one of 

the first to finish her work and asks excellent questions to 
clarify her understanding of confusing concepts 

Alfie Devine  

Year 10 
Spanish 

Displaying excellent positive attitude, 
progress, work at home and in lessons Charlotte Hobbs  

10Y 
A fantastic commitment to the school's 

production of The Sound of Music Alfred Lane 
10Y 

A fantastic commitment to the 
school's production of The Sound 

of Music 

James Gallagher  

10Y 
Always polite, helpful and 

contributing to class 
discussions 

 



 

  

Josh Sorensen  

Year 10 
Drama 

Josh is always so polite and gives his 
absolute all to rehearsals and each 

performance 

David Carr  

10Y 
A fantastic commitment to the school's 

production of The Sound of Music 

Lee Campbell  

Year 10 
Physics 

Good progress, excellent 
attitude to learning 

Jerusalem Amaeshi  

Year 10 
Biology 

Fantastic work in Biology and great effort 
in all sciences 

Niamh O'Reilly  

Year 10 
Spanish 

Excellent effort and progress with a 
fantastic positive attitude 

Abigail Wilkinson  

Year 10 
Maths 

Fantastic effort 
Oliwier Irwin 

Year 10 
Computing 

Much improved performance in Computer 
Systems topic! 

Samantha Bernasol 
Year 10 
Spanish 

Excellent progress in Spanish, excellent 
contributions and ideas! 

Holly Fenwick  
Year 10 

Art 
Fantastic positive attitude in all Art lessons 

with some fantastic work made 

Olivia Cowen 

Year 10 
Physics 

Excellent physics 
classwork 

Boe Tidswell  
Year 10 
Physics 

Excellent effort and 
progress 

Lewis Hunton  

Year 10 
Physics 

Great resilience in physics 

Anya Mander and 
Daniel Morosan 

Year 10 
English 

Mature attitude and 
exceptionally hard work in 

English Literature Daniel Morosan  
Year 10 
Business 

Daniel manages a paper 
round before school and 

then comes and puts 100% 
effort into all his work at 

school 

Sylvie Newton  

Year 10 
Biology 

Fantastic work in Biology and 
great effort in all Sciences 

Year 10 Football Team 

Year 10 
The Y10 football team played a fixture last night on a very 

warm evening. There were some excellent individual 
performances on the night. The midfield trio of Stephen 

Husband, Lewis Crane and Ibu Oni is starting to work well. 
James Gallagher worked tirelessly throughout the game 

setting up a goal for Ethan Bell. Man of the match, 
however, went to a very busy Kyle Allen who was superb at 

the back for the team. 
 

 

 



 

 

  

Max McGhee  

10I 
Hugely supportive in form 

class activities! 

Jerusalem 
Amaeshi 

Year 10 
Art 

Energetic and exciting work 
produced in Art lessons  

Steven Lincoln  
Year 10 
Business 

Steven participates so well in all class 
activities and always comes up with great 

answers to business questions 

Anya Mander  

Year 10 
PE 

Resilience and determination to achieve 
potential in all PE activities! 

Rosalind Howell  

10Y 
A fantastic commitment to the school's 

production of The Sound of Music 

Wisdom Jerry  

10S 
Growing maturity in his approach to 
lessons and all aspects of school life - 

Excellent progress Wisdom! 

Elly Job  

Year 10 
Physics 

Excellent attitude, good effort 

Daniel Morosan 
Year 10 

Computing 
Excellent work rate and effort 

Rosalind Howell  
Year 10 

Chemistry 
Sets herself extremely high 
standards, which she strives 

to reach at all times 

Hana Ali  
Year 10 
Spanish 

Has made excellent progress in Spanish, is 
extremely hardworking and always 

contributing with brilliant ideas.  
 

Pasquale Corvino  

Year 10 
Spanish 

Excellent effort - making real progress in 
his English and Spanish 

 

Sylvie Newton and 
Neha Thoppil 

Year 10 
RE 

Consistent hard work 

 

 

 



YEAR 11 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Year 11 have continued to work hard this year in the lead up to their summer exams. During the course of the 
last Term Year 11 have completed a number of assessments, with students making good progress in their studies.  

 
As a Year Group, they have continued to show great resilience and determination to achieve, not just in their 

academic life but also in life outside of the classroom. As you will read below Year 11 have continued to play an 
active role in the school community despite the demands of their academic studies. 

 
It is a pleasure to work with such amazing students on a daily basis and it has been fantastic to see the year group 

mature and flourish over their time here at St Marys. In the run-up to their exams, I know that the Year Group 

will continue to face their challenges together. As we come to the end of their time in the main school and some 

move on to new places of education, I know we all have fond memories and are looking forward to celebrating 

our time together in the coming months 

Mr Donnelly Head of Year 11. 

 

Oliver Brown  

11I 
Consistently high 

levels of attendance 
since joining school 

in Year 7. 

Zarmina Sadiqi  
Year 11 
Business 

Produced some exceptional work for her 
Business Coursework where she had to 

research and design her own hat. 

Chloe Graydon  

Year 11 
DT 

Chloe has been working exceptionally hard 
with her NEA and exam preparation for 

D&T and as a result of these tremendous 
efforts she is working at a level which 

exceeds her target grade. You have been 
an absolute star Chloe, well done! 

Courtney Laurie  
Year 11 

Health & Social Care  
For increasing independence and focus on 

her revision towards her exam  

Mariana Rodrigues  
Year 11 

Chemistry  
Mariana has really stepped up her game 

this term in Chemistry. She knows the 
GCSE's are looming and she is letting that 

knowledge motivate her to stay focused in 
lessons. 

Stevie Clark  

Year 11 
Physics  

Positive attitude in 
lessons 

 
Year 11 Boys Football Team 

Year 11 
Our year 11 boys’ football team are City 

Cup Champions! 
The boys showed outstanding attitude & 

effort throughout. 



 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Chris Brown  

11I 
Chris continues to put 

maximum effort into his 
lessons. Well done. 

Samuel Martin  
Year 11 

Art 
Wonderful Artwork and a great 

eye for detail 

Aiden Murray  
Year 11 

Art 
Has fantastic energy in Art lessons and 

creating some wonderful work  
 

Lexi Douds  

Year 11 
DT 

Lexi has worked consistently hard across 
the last 2 terms in both her NEA and 

theory work for D&T. As a result of her 
efforts, she has an outstanding NEA 

portfolio and achieved a fantastic grade in 
her assessment. Amazing work Lexi! 

Ruby Pugmire  

Year 11 
DT 

Ruby has produced some absolutely 
outstanding Product Design NEA 
work over the last 2 terms. Her 
portfolio is now being used as 

exemplar work for lower year groups. 
Well done, Ruby! 

 

Keah Leonard  

Year 11 
PE  

Outstanding effort in all PE lessons, 
demonstrating enthusiasm for all sports. 

 

Holly Blackburn  

Year 11 
PE  

Outstanding effort in all PE 
lessons, demonstrating 

enthusiasm for all sports. 
 

Ava Irving 

Year 11 
PE  

Outstanding effort in all PE 
lessons, demonstrating 

enthusiasm for all sports. 
 

Abby English  

Year 11 
RE 

Increased work rate in 
lessons 

Lucy Ginelly  

Year 11 
Biology 

Excellent Work Effort 

Zarmina Sadiqi  
Year 11 

Business  
Produced some exceptional work for her 
Business Coursework where she had to 

research and design her own hat. 

Johanna Job  

Year 11 
Business  

Johanna quietly and conscientiously puts 
100% effort into all her work with super 

results. 

Jinwoo Lee  

Year 11 
History  

Excellent progress and attitude to his 
revision in History 

Jocelyn Job  

Year 11 
Maths 

Progress and effort 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Isaa Hussain  

Year 11 
DT 

Issa has really stepped up his work rate 
and quality of his NEA portfolio in recent 

weeks. It is easy to see how hard he is 
working, and this effort is paying off with 

high marks in his NEA. Well done, Isaa! 

Thandeka Mandeya  

Year 11 
RE 

 A fantastic effort throughout her 
GCSEs.  Such a positive presence and a 

student who consistently produces high 
quality written work.  Absolutely brilliant! 

All students in 11T 
I am so proud of all students in 11T. They 

are consistently showing great 
commitment and a positive approach to 

their learning! 

Daniel Clarke  

Year 11 
Biology 

Excellent Work Effort 

Cobey Davis  
Year 11 
Biology 

Excellent Work Effort 

Ben Robinson  

Year 11 
Computing  

Great effort in Year 11 - has 
progressed so much! 

Ruby Pugmire and Isaac 
Doyle  

Year 11 
English 

Sustained effort and real academic 
progress 

Sophia Marshall  

Year 11 
French 

Highly conscientious 
attitude, excellent 

questions, determination 
and focus 

Kornelia Greger  

Year 11 
French 

Excellent conscientious 
attitude, listening to feedback 

and progress 

Oliver Sisk  

Year 11 
French 

Conscientious attitude, hard 
work in class and at home, focus 

Ewan 
Wardingham  

Year 11 
French 

Progress and huge 
determination to 

succeed 

Tom Crossman  

Year 11 
Maths 

Progress and effort 

Jinwoo Lee  

Year 11 
Maths 

Taking his maths, a step 
further by attending 
masterclasses on a 

Saturday 

Ka Chai Leung  

Year 11 
Maths 

Taking his maths, a step further 
by attending masterclasses on 

a Saturday 

James Walker  

Year 11 
Physics  

Excellent classwork, trying 
hard 

Louise Allison  

Year 11 
Physics  

Excellent effort, good progress and great 
attitude to learning. 

Abby English  

Year 11 
RE 

Increased work rate in lessons 

Thandeka Mandeya  

Year 11 
RE 

 A fantastic effort throughout her 
GCSEs.  Such a positive presence and a 

student who consistently produces 
high quality written work.  Absolutely 

brilliant! 

Keah Leonard  

Year 11 
Spanish 

Work always completed to the 
highest of standards and Keah is 

making fantastic progress. 

 



 

 

 

  

Callum Boyle  

11I 
Fantastically high level of 

attendance over five years! 

Ethan Henderson  

11I 
Brilliant levels of attendance 

since starting in Year 7. 

Luke Summersby  

11M 
Display excellent attitudes to his studies. 

Consistently produces high quality 
classwork, as evidenced by the many 

praise points received. 

Fiona Kunjunmon 

11M 
Excellent attendance and 

punctuality. 

Johanna Job 

Year 11 
Business 

Johanna quietly and 
conscientiously puts 100% 

effort into all her work with 
super results. 

Ava Irving  

Year 11 
Drama 

Ava has been incredibly mature, 
professional and has been 

fantastic on stage each night 

Marie Recometa  

Year 11 
PE  

Outstanding effort in all PE 
lessons, demonstrating 

enthusiasm for all sports. 
 

Sophia Marshall  

Year 11 
PE  

Excellent effort in GCSE PE with 
excellent NEA coursework 

Brooke Bennett  

Year 11 
Business  

Brooke has produced some 
excellent work on her 

business course. It is great 
to see her positive attitude 

Rachel Golightly  
Year 11 
Science 

Made a great start to her 
Chemistry and Physics 

revision and exam 
preparation. 

Abby English  
Year 11 

Chemistry  
This term Abby has approached 
Chemistry lessons with a really 

positive attitude, trying her best 
and making a quick start to tasks. 

Good job, Abby! 

D Francis  
Year 11 

Chemistry  
Daniel has produced 

excellent work in Chemistry 

Fiona Kunjumon  

Year 11 
Chemistry  

Fiona has made fantastic progress 
in Chemistry 

R Pugmire  

Year 11 
Chemistry  

Ruby has produced excellent 
work in Chemistry. 

Zarmina Sadiqi  
Year 11 

Computing  
Standard of her coursework is fantastic! 

Rachel Golighty  

Year 11 
Maths 

Fantastic progress 

Finlay O`Brien  

Year 11 
Maths 

Fantastic effort 

Jacob Nelson  

Year 11 
Music 

Fantastic contributions to the 
orchestra for our Whole School 
Musical - The Sound of Music 

Marie Recometa, 
Irene Eguagie, 

Matthew Leith, Alex 
Scowther  

Year 11 
RE 

Consistently high levels of 
effort 

Simone Hanif  

Year 11 
Spanish 

Extremely hardworking, 
great ideas and contributions 

in lessons. Making good 
progress! 

Jan Kolanowski  

Year 11 
DT 

Jan has shown a fantastic effort and drive in his D&T studies 
over the last 2 terms. He has stepped up his focus level and it is 

paying off in the work he is producing in her NEA and 
assessments. Well done, Jan, keep it up! 
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I continue to be so impressed with the dedication of Year 12, in both lessons and the wider life of the school. It 

has been great to see so many students relish the opportunity for independent learning with reading, revision 

and research outside of their lessons. Teachers are regularly passing on positive feedback about the willingness of 

students to contribute in lessons and engage in their learning. This dedication will serve students well as we 

begin to prepare for life after Sixth Form. 

In the wider life of the school, Year 12 are proving excellent role models for younger students. One example of 

this was the recent school production of The Sound of Music. Year 12 students not only had starring roles and 

were key members of the orchestra, but also supported the cast behind the scenes and greeted guests. It is 

fantastic to see students are able to balance their studies with such a wide array of extra-curricular activities. 

Miss Lamb 

It has been an incredibly busy time for students in Year 13. Students began the term with the final submission 

deadline of their UCAS applications and it has been so pleasing to see so many offers given to our students, both 

conditional and unconditional, and to see so many students already accepting offers. Over the coming weeks 

students will all need to be making their final choices, submitting finance applications and for many, applying for 

accommodation - a really exciting time in the next stage of their journey! It has also been pleasing to see a 

number of students attending in-school sessions on apprenticeships this term and I hope that they have found 

them beneficial. 

Year 13 have sat a number of assessments this term across their subjects and it has been great to see how so 

many have handled, and risen to, this challenge. This has been reflected in our Sixth Form Stars, which have been 

awarded to students for their efforts across a multitude of different subjects. Year 13 must continue to ensure 

their punctuality and attendance is at its absolute maximum over the coming crucial weeks. 

It has also been pleasing to see so many students immersing themselves into the Spiritual Life of the School, with 

each form group leading their Friday Morning Mass as well as producing some excellent and well-delivered 

assemblies. 

 

I know you will all now be sorting revision schedules and planning for the next couple of months ahead, but 

please do make sure you return from your Easter break refreshed and ready for what will be an extremely busy 

half-term - and your final one here at St. Mary's! 

 

Thank you, Year 13, for your efforts so far this year and thank you too to the Year 13 form tutors, subject 

teachers, parents and carers for your help and support this year. 

Mr Cottington 

 



 

  
Lily Gills  

12A 
Lily gives up some of her time to 
supporting Year 7 students with 

their reading. 

Millie, Amber, Ellie, Harvey, 
Taylor, Katie and Sarah 

 12M 
Contributions to collection for Ukraine 

Caitlin Morrison 
 12M 

Attended the NUSTEM Mathematics 
Experience Week at Northumbria 

University and produced a fantastic poster 
on the Doppler Effect 

All of 12M 

Fantastic work on their assembly 
on Change 

Kate Lowes 
 Year 12 

Art 
Consistently working hard in 

every Art lesson 

Patrycja Niedzwiecka 
 Year 12 
Business 

Completed LNER virtual work experience via 
SpringPod during February half term. She has 

learnt more about the business, including what 
other job roles there are. It also helped her 
develop her writing and creativity skills. The 

experience was a mix of reading, doing various 
activities and live webinars. 

Caitlin Glendenning 
 Year 12 
Business 

Caitlin is an amazing student who always 
contributes in class and puts 100% effort 

into everything she does. 

Anna Gourley 
 Year 12 

DT 
Anna has just finished her practise NEA for 

A Level Product Design and has proven 
that she is exceptionally talents in D&T. I 

cannot wait to see how her full NEA 
project develops and the fantastic result of 

her efforts. 

Georgia Simpson 
 Year 12 
Drama 

Georgia has been so incredibly helpful 
supporting the development and running 

of the show: choreographing dances, 
organising costumes and organising 

stagehands each night    

Katie Marley 
 Year 12 

Health & Social Care  
For consistent hard work in completing her 

CPLD assignments 

Eve Kesson 
 Year 12 

Health & Social Care  
For consistent hard work 

in completing her HSC 
coursework 

Jacob Nelson  

12T 
Fantastic contribution to the school 

production, The Sound of Music. 
Jacob dedicated so much time and 

effort to practicing and it was brilliant 
to see his contribution as part of the 

orchestra 

Katie Marley  

12S 
Giving up their own time to support 

younger students with their reading is 
greatly appreciated and shows a great 

commitment to supporting others.  
 

Caitlin Morrison  
Year 12 
Physics 

Excellent Performance in assessments 

Verity Bunce  

Year 12 
Maths 

Fantastic effort in all assessments 

Ciaran MacDonald  

Year 12 
English 

Exceptional achievement in English 
Language 

Mikey Block  

Year 12 
Chemistry  

Mikey achieved a bronze award 
on the Royal Society of 

Chemistry Olympiad 2022 
Competition 

Verity Bunce  

Year 12 
Chemistry  

Verity achieved a bronze award on 
the Royal Society of Chemistry 

Olympiad 2022 Competition 

Partheev Manoj  
Year 12 
Biology 

Showing real initiative and 
mature work ethic in Biology 

 



 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Alanis Robertson  

12A 
Excellent attendance and 

punctuality. 

Natalia Rozsavolgyi 
 Year 12 

Art 
Natalia has made a fantastic start in 

Photography 

Harvey Thomson 
 Year 12 
Business 

Achieved Distinction in 
recent exam on Working 

Practices in Business - 
Brilliant! 

Hannah Joyce 
 Year 12 
Business 

Hannah is very conscientious 
and always gives of her best 

which results in excellent work. 

Igi Gudel 
 Year 12 

Computing Science  
Helping to run Python Club for Year 

8 and doing in class support with 
Year 9 Computer Science. 

Anna Watson-McKenna  

12S 
Fantastic contribution to the school production, The 

Sound of Music. Anna dedicated so much time and effort 
to practicing and it was brilliant to see her contribution 

as part of the orchestra 

All Year 12s who support 
Year 7 students with 

their reading.  
Giving up their own time to support 

younger students with their reading is 
greatly appreciated and shows a great 

commitment to supporting others  

Anjelin Saji  

12S 
Excellent attendance and punctuality 

and goes out of her way to help 
others 

Aurelia Keavney  

12S 
Supporting a younger student with 

their reading 

Priya Heir  

Year 12 
Physics 

Showing real effort and resilience in A-Level Physics  

Ronald Tang  

Year 12 
Applied Science 

Good focus, attitude and effort in 
Applied Science coursework 

Jacob Nelson  

Year 12 
Music 

Fantastic contributions to the 
orchestra for our Whole School 
Musical - The Sound of Music 

 

Anna Watson 
McKenna  

Year 12 
Music 

Fantastic contributions to the 
orchestra for our Whole 

School Musical - The Sound 
of Music Anna Gourley  

Year 12 
English 

Mature attitude and dedication in 
English Language 

Igi Gudel  
Year 12 

Computing  
Helping to run Python Club for 

Year 8 and doing in class support 
with Year 9 Computer Science 

Patrycja Niedzwiecka  
Year 12 

Computing  
Developed an excellent Social Media campaign 

Sarah Aalsaud  

Year 12 
Chemistry  

Excellence in their 
practical skills 

Roselin Manoji  

Year 12 
Chemistry  

Excellence in her practical skills 
Sophia Spoor  

Year 12 
Chemistry  

Excellence in her practical skills 

Angelin Saji  
Year 12 

Chemistry  
Work ethic and motivation to use her 

gifts and talents to the full 

Alexander Johnson  

Year 12 
Chemistry  

Alexander achieved a bronze award 
on the Royal Society of Chemistry 

Olympiad 2022 Competition 

Alistair Gibson  

Year 12 
Spanish 

Excellent progress in Spanish - very 
hardworking and always contributing 

with excellent ideas to class 
discussions. 

Tanisha Ahmed  

Year 12 
Spanish 

Tanisha worked extremely hard in 
preparing for a whole class debate, 
presenting some fantastic points!  

Emily Smith  

Year 12 
Spanish 

Focus in lessons is 
excellent. Well 

done! 



 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Louie Caisley 
12A 

Fantastic contribution to the school 
production, The Sound of Music. 

Louie had a key role as Captain Von 
Trapp and was absolutely brilliant 

Kacey Snowdon, Alanis 
Robertson  

Year 12 
English 

Mature attitude and dedication in 
English Literature 

Eve Pugmire  

Year 12 
Biology 

Showing real initiative and mature 
work ethic in Biology 

Sophie Bouchard  
Year 13 

Art 
Some wonderful ceramic 
ideas and work this term 

Ruby Wilson  

Year 13 
Drama 

Outstanding performance of 
'Maria', giving Julie Andrews a 

run for her money and being the 
real-life Maria to the 'children' 

during rehearsals 

Nina Day  
Year 13 
Drama 

Nina has contributed to the musical 
incredibly well in terms of 

transcribing and directing extra 
scenes and giving a very professional 

performance each night   

Eli Titterington  
Year 13 

Health & Social Care  
For consistent work rate in 

completing HSC 
Coursework 

Ellie Cockburn  

Year 13 
Health & Social Care  

For her excellent 
standard of work and 

referencing in her 
assignments 

Alisha Sajawal  

Year 13 
RE 

A highly committed member 
of the Sixth Form, Alisha 

consistently tries her best in a 
number of challenging tasks in 
her NOCN course.  Keep up the 

excellent effort Alisha! 

Alex Walters  

13R 
Alex has been able to 

balance his A-Level studies, 
supporting the Sound Of 
Music Production and his 
very busy musical career 
outside of school. In all 

areas he has been highly 
successful, and he should 
be proud of how well he 

has handled this busy time. 

Paris Warden  

Year 13 
Biology 

Showing great resilience and work 
ethic 

Lucy Sagar  

Year 13 
Biology 

Showing great 
resilience and 

work ethic 

Emily Cass  
Year 13 

Chemistry 
Achieved a silver award on 

the Royal Society of 
Chemistry Olympiad 2022 

competition  

Aleksandar Vuletic 
Year 13 

Computing  
Has produced a fantastic 
maze game for his NEA 

Molly Rutherford and 
Josie Bramhall  

Year 13 
English 

Consistent effort and exceptional 
achievement in English Language 

Grace Gault  

Year 13 
Music 

Fantastic contributions to the 
orchestra for our Whole School 
Musical - The Sound of Music 

Alex Walters  

Year 13 
Music 

Fantastic contributions to the 
orchestra for our Whole School 
Musical - The Sound of Music 

Aleksandar Vuletic  

Year 13 
Physics 

Excellent all-round 
performance in Physics 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

  

Ella Graham  
Year 13 

Art 
Consistent positive 

attitude in lessons and 
towards mentoring Year 

11 students 

Helen Biwer  

Year 13 
DT 

Helen has been working to develop 
an architectural design for a 

transition and social space for a local 
children's hospital. Her work so far is 

truly beyond the level of a Year 13 
student and would not be out of 

place in a university degree show. 
Helen is a superbly talented 

individual.  

Daniella Maboda Nyat  

13Y 
She understood the implication of a 
reduction in student loan funding on 
young people from under-privileged 

backgrounds. 

Freddie 
Marshall  

13Y 
He always shows 

great general 
knowledge and 

the confidence to 
share his ideas 

Madihah Khan  

13R 
Madihah has been consistently 
outstanding in her attitude to 

learning, compassion towards her 
peers and engagement in form time 

activities. 

Tom Graham  

13M 
Has made some excellent contributions 
during Form Time, showing perceptive 

insights and maturity. Alongside this, gave 
a marvellous performance as part of the 

orchestra for The Sound of Music. 

Noor Ibraheem  

13M 
Has shown resilience and 

determination to succeed, giving 
large amounts to time to the 
completion of her University 

portfolios. 

Jack Rickeard  
13T 

Jack has made some excellent 
contributions during form and 

pastoral programme this term and is 
always willing to share his opinion. 

Joseph Hunsley  

Year 13 
Vocational IT 

Outstanding performance 
in the January Database 

exam 

Lucas Colley  

Year 13 
Music 

Fantastic contributions to the 
orchestra for our Whole School 
Musical - The Sound of Music 

Emily Dunbar  

Year 13 
RE 

Excellent work in lessons and has 
prepared herself so diligently for her 

assessments. Well done! 

 
 



 

Eve Jankowski  
13T 

Eve is always engaged in Form 
activities and Pastoral Programme. 
Eve is always willing to share her 
views with other members of the 

class 
 

Freddie Marshall  

Year 13 
Spanish 

Excellent progress in Spanish, very 
hardworking and brilliant 
contributions in lessons 

Ria Caven  
Year 13 
Drama 

A brilliant portrayal of 'Elsa' in the 
musical and having a fantastic rapport 

with 'Max' on stage 

Fred Eltringham  

Year 13 
Biology 

Showing great resilience and work 
ethic in all of his work. 

Isaac Howell, Megan 
Darwood & Emily Cass  

Year 13 
Chemistry 

Excellence in their exam skills 

Gabby Allen and Jack 
Nixon  
Year 13 
English 

Excellent effort in lessons and 
with essays in English Literature 

Tom Graham  

Year 13 
Music 

Fantastic contributions to the 
orchestra for our Whole School 
Musical - The Sound of Music 

 

 

 

 


